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Employer Edge Online Contribution Reporting

24/7 ACCESS TO
EMPLOYER REPORTING
Employer Edge™, the secure online Portal
that allows employers to upload and submit
contribution reports and make payments.

Zenith American Solutions offers our proprietary Employer Edge™ to
allow contributing employers to enter and track remittance information.
Employer Edge™ is designed to provide a list of current active employees
to the employer.

Zenith American Solutions is
the largest Taft-Hartley thirdparty administrator in the
United States and operates
numerous offices nationwide,
each one focused on serving
clients and participants locally
through an unrivaled depth of
resources and wealth of
professional expertise. Through
our many years of providing
services to Taft-Hartley
multiemployer funds we know
and understand thoroughly that
each Trust Fund is unique.
Understanding the complexity
of these plans, our systems are
flexible to respond to diverse
needs. In response to the
complications surrounding data
protection, our resources are
industry-leading.

Employer Edge™ allows the employer to enter contributions by member,
selecting the appropriate skill level for each employee as required. The
system calculates the total contribution amount due, by Fund, using the
contribution rates specific to the skill levels being report.
Employer Edge™ allows the employer to upload a file to the
system, prefilling the employee entry screen automatically
using the data from the uploaded file. New employees can
be added as part of either the file upload process or through
the Employer Edge™ interface.

Employer Edge™ allows the employer to pay
contribution due amount via EFT processing or
submission of a check. There is no additional cost
for this online employer-reporting tool.

Mobile-Ready
Employers can access the site
24/7/365 online using a
computer, tablet or smartphone.
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Features

Value and Benefits

Utilizing Edge
Employer Edge™ combines the latest technology and innovative
practices to securely transfer and manage your funds.
View or enter reports
Make changes to members
Calculate amounts owed
View and modify rate codes
Download reports as CSV files
Enter new employees
Submit reports
Make payments-Check, ACH (push or pull)
Search reports

Employer Edge calculates
monies owed based on
current rates, CBAs and/or
Master Labor Agreements.
This methodology reduces
your costs and ensures that
your plan participants receive
the best service at every turn.

Manage your account
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